**Birth of Death**  
Cosmo Campoli  
**Date:** 1950-1951  
**Medium:** Cast bronze  
**Dimensions:** 32 × 9 × 13 in. (81.3 × 22.9 × 33 cm)  
**Credit Line:** Gift of Joyce Turner Hilkevitch in memory of Jonathan B. Turner  
**Object number:** 1991.357

**Heart’s of Gold**  
H. C. (Horace Clifford) Westermann  
**Date:** 1965-1966  
**Medium:** Pen and brush and ink and watercolor on off-white wove paper  
**Dimensions:** Sheet: 13 1/2 × 10 3/16 in. (34.3 × 25.9 cm)  
**Credit Line:** The H.C. Westermann Study Collection, gift of Dennis Adrian in memory of the artist  
**Object number:** 2017.86

**Some Said You Were the Spitting Image of Evil**  
Carrie Mae Weems  
**Date:** 1995-1996  
**Medium:** Chromogenic color print with sandblasted text on glass  
**Dimensions:** Image (Sheet): 23 1/2 × 19 1/2 in. (59.7 × 49.5 cm) Framed: 26 3/4 × 22 3/4 in. (67.9 × 57.8 cm)  
**Credit Line:** Gift of the Estate of Lester and Betty Guttman  
**Object number:** 2014.85

**Untitled**  
Unknown Artist  
**Date:** c. 1950-1960  
**Medium:** Three-color lithograph in blue, brown and black on wove paper  
**Dimensions:** Sheet: 17 7/8 x 22 1/4 in. (45.4 x 56.5 cm)  
**Credit Line:** Bequest of Joseph Halle Schaffner in memory of his beloved mother, Sara H. Schaffner  
**Object number:** 1973.161

**Untitled**  
Richard Hull  
**Date:** n.d.  
**Medium:** Pencil and crayon on cut paper  
**Dimensions:** 8 3/4 × 5 3/8 × 2 3/4 in. (22.2 × 13.7 × 7 cm)  
**Credit Line:** Gift of Dennis Adrian in honor of the artist  
**Object number:** 2017.47